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virtual engine room 4.7 is a free pc-based
full mission simulator with two-screen

support. it is the first speaking engineroom
simulator in the world. ver4 has been
developed to comply with: stcw code:

section a-1/12 & section b-1/12 ism code:
section 6 & section 8 the main educational
tasks which can be accomplished with ver4:
learning typical ship's engineroom operating

routines with the support of integrated
checklists ship's engineroom operation

training. the user will be able to accomplish
any operational task starting from pre-
prepared or previously saved exercises.
training in corrective action when faults

occur. different faults can be mixed in the
run-time or loaded from disk. standardised
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assessment divided into several tests. these
unique assessments have been approved by
an international group of simulator experts.
competence is measured in penalty points
and can be compared with other student
results. pc maritime ltd, brunswick house,
brunswick road, plymouth pl4 0np, uk. tel:

+44 (0)1752 254205 email:
commercial.salespcmaritime.co.uk virtual

engine room 4.5 (ver4) pc maritime software
is a free pc-based full mission simulator with
two-screen support. it is the first speaking

engineroom simulator in the world. ver4 has
been developed to comply with: stcw code:
section a-1/12 & section b-1/12 ism code:
section 6 & section 8 the main educational
tasks which can be accomplished with ver4:
learning typical ship's engineroom operating

routines with the support of integrated
checklists ship's engineroom operation

training. the user will be able to accomplish
any operational task starting from pre-
prepared or previously saved exercises.
training in corrective action when faults
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occur. different faults can be mixed in the
run-time or loaded from disk. standardised

assessment divided into several tests.
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vaa3d is a 3d video game engine that is free
for non-commercial use. it is developed for

the hobbyist and the independent video
game developer who wants to create a 3d

game. vaa3d is a powerful, easy to learn and
efficient 3d game engine. the code and its
content is written in 100% c and c++. it is
completely free and open source under the

gpl license. the engine includes the following
game features: doraemon movie full serial

number free for windows xp xp sp 7. the sip
internship monitor software is a free monitor
for sip (single independent planner) for any

kind of planner (offline, online or web
based). it has a very simple interface and is

a simple to use tool. dear friends we are
happy to inform you that the download links

of software are working fine and are
updated. we are glad to inform you that we

are the official developers of these
softwares. if you have any doubts, feel free
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to mail us at smartsoftvip01@gmail.com
with your full name and other details. each

engine room staff must be throughly familiar
with the layout of the machinery space.duty
engineer must be calm and report blackout

immediately to the bridge and chief
engineer.the officer on watch on bridge to
inform master immediately and must also

remain calm and take all neccessary action
to avoid immediate danger with the help of
whatever steerage available.must comply
with emergency procedures. oracle crystal

ball student edition is a full-functioned, self-
expiring, term-limited edition of oracle

crystal ball software for classrooms, with
options for one- and two-year license terms.
this version is identical to the commercial

products, with the advantage of being
affordably priced for academic budgets. the

minimum purchase is 25 seats. technical
support is not available. 5ec8ef588b
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